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44th Easter Jeep Safari 
4WD Industry Trade Show! 

  
 

 
 

A highlight of the annual Easter Jeep 
Safari is the trade show at the Arena. After 
days of challenging Moab’s trails and 
bouncing around in 4x4s, many find the 
show a respite. This year, weather made 
the show even more inviting. Unpredictable 
spring conditions went from a balmy mid-
70s to low-80s kind of pattern to brisk wind, 
blowing sand and, finally, snow—just in time 
for the trade show!  
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Many wheelers were more than pleased 

to visit the pavilion at the Arena on 
Thursday and Friday. Vendors, many of 
whom had pounded the trails for several 
days prior to the show, shared their latest 

products for the 4x4 market. For enthusiasts 
and industry players, the Moab Easter Jeep 
Safari trade show has become a significant 
event. Some described the show as a mini-
“SEMA” for the off-pavement market. 

This year, the number of booths swelled 
dramatically. There was no recession in 
sight. Manufacturers and retailers grabbed 
space inside and outside the pavilion 
building. Crowds buttoned up and applied 
layered clothing to peruse the outdoor 
booths. They slogged through red, clingy 
mud, overshadowed by menacing, dark 
clouds spitting snow. Despite the fickle 
elements, this show was a huge success! 
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The Arena trade show seemed a fitting 
way to wrap up the week at Moab. Here, on 
terra firma, able to mix with fellow wheelers 
and aftermarket industry figureheads, folks 
shared trail tales and their equipment 
needs. Industry specialists were present 
and earnestly listening, a great opportunity! 

 

 

When today’s Jeep trail runners talk 
“transfer case,” a prime topic is the 
bulletproof Atlas II. Advance Adapters’ 
premier gear system offers massive gears, 
synchronizers, bearings and shafts in an 
alloy case. Horsepower is apparently no 
challenge for the Atlas II, as every 
conceivable engine type has been put in 
front of these units.  

Mike Partridge talked with many consumers. 
I heard this hot tip at Moab: When shifting an 
Atlas II into low range, the synchromesh 
design actually prefers a slight amount of 
vehicle movement (three or so mph). Next 
time your Atlas II resists that shift to low 
range, try rolling the vehicle slightly. Bronze 
synchronizers benefit from movement during 
engagement…     

 

 

 

 

 

At Advance Adapters’ booth, the buzz was 
about the RubiCrawler. This ruggedly built 
under-drive two-speed gearbox for the JK 
Wrangler is a virtual “bolt-in” package. The 
rugged assembly fits between the automatic 
transmission and factory transfer case. A 
RubiCrawler provides extremely low gear 
reduction—without driveline modifications! 
My pick for the most versatile, well-
conceived JK product in the marketplace is 
the RubiCrawler, currently available for JK 
Wrangler two- and four-door models 
equipped with the automatic transmission!  
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ARB Air Locker is a buzzword at Moab! More 
hardcore wheelers choose ARB locking 
differentials than any other type. ARB Air 
Lockers have been my choice for decades—
with exceptional results! Here, outside the 
4WheelParts booth, the ARB display attracts 
trail running four-wheelers.  

Superior Axle & Gear is proven product. I 
have used Superior axle shafts and gear sets 
on several trail project vehicles. For stamina 
and reliability, consider these products! 

 

Robbie Pierce talks to a trade show attendee, 
sharing the MasterCraft products and 
features. The JK Wrangler on display here 
sure  cleaned up nicely after the trail action!  

 

   
Want to be the most popular Jeep ‘wheeler 
on the Rubicon Trail? Bring along a Pull-Pal 
and have a Premier Power Welder onboard! 
Pat and Jan Gremillion greeted the 4x4 
community and shared Pat’s latest rock 
crawler. (Nice work, Pat and Max!) The Pull-
Pal and Premier Power Welder have a loyal 
following among hardcore trail runners.  

 

 Throughout the 44th ‘EJS,’ Warn Industries 
remained accessible to its huge trail running 
customer base. Warn strives continually for 
product excellence and values customer 
feedback at venues like Moab, Utah. Here, 
Warn staff talks with four-wheelers at the 
trade show. This Oregon bunch also knows 
how to ‘wheel on slickrock! 
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AEV has earned an industry-wide reputation 
for exceptional Jeep project vehicles. A 
niche product line has spun off these high-
profile 4x4s, with ventures like a 5.7L Hemi 
V-8 conversion (shown here). This vehicle 
and many others have been featured in the 
international press. AEV expeditions have 
gained a worldwide reputation. 

Snow and cold in the outside display area 
did not faze the Full-Traction Suspension, 
Hanson steel products and Pure Jeep 
enterprise. Latest suspension approach is 
the “Stealth Stretch” wheelbase extension to 
gain departure angle clearance. Full-Traction 
Suspension makes this possible in 
conjunction with its well-conceived TJ rear 
suspension system (shown). Combination of 
stretch and maximum axle articulation works 
exceptionally well both on- and off-
pavement. With vehicles now higher, with 
wide-track axles to offset the elevated 
center-of-gravity, the stretched wheelbase is 
an asset. The overall ground clearance and 
larger tires keep breakover angle in check.  

Drop axles, reduction ends and “Portal” type 
axles are now the buzz. For maximum 
ground clearance at the differential housing 
of a beam driving axle, this is the solution! 
Expect to hear more about Portal axles. 
Mopar plans to develop an aftermarket 
product line to include Portals. 

      Note: Fast gaining popularity for 
hardcore off-pavement Jeep use is the 
Portal axle with dropped reduction ends. 
This tackles the time-honored challenge 
of differential height versus ground 
clearance. Mopar’s concept vehicles and 
a number of trail runners boasted Portal-
type axles this year. Let’s keep a lookout 
for developing news and details on these 
military-origin axle designs! 

 


